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Abstract. This article offers a thorough review of shape memory alloys' (SMAs') uses in the Space 

research field. The utility of SMAs in a variety of applications, including morphing wings (using both 

experimental and modelling methods), customising orientation and inlet shapes for various propulsion 

systems, implementing flexible chevrons to improve thrust while lowering noise, and reducing overall 

power consumption, is the main topic of this paper. The use of SMAs in applications in space is also 

covered in the paper, including how they may be used to create low-shock launchers, isolate micro-

vibrations, and enable self-deployable solar sails. The essay also emphasises the novel structures and tools 

made possible by SMAs. One noteworthy method covered in the article is putting SMA wires in the 

laminate's midplane and embedding them into the fabric a layer of composite laminates. When compared 

to traditional composite constructions, the incorporation of SMAs into composite has shown better damage 

resistance and ductility. The reaction of a bright  hybrid plastic composite plates to a very low-velocity 

impact is examined experimentally and numerically in this paper, which highlights the benefits of inserting 

SMA wires. Among these benefits are improved damage resistance, better ductility, higher composite 

hardness, and increased energy absorption before failure.  Shape memory alloy (SMA) are the subject of 

extensive industrial applications and ongoing study in the field of materials. Its two distinguishing 

qualities, the shape memory impact and superelasticity, are mostly to blame for this. A composition's 

structure that suffered a phase transition as a result of temperatures, pressures, mechanical forces, and 

other factors is implies to as having a "shape memory effect". The composition, despite the very significant 

plastic deformation to which its surface is susceptible to, may recover to its original form under the 

influence of temperature as well as other factors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION   

Shape-memory alloys (SMAs) possess the unique ability to return to a predetermined shape when it is heated to 

an extent. This shape recovery is achieved through a reversible crystallographic phase change that occurs when 

the SMA material is heated at or more in a specific transition temperature, enabling it to regain its original structure 

with a strain capability of up to 6%. Shape memory composites (SMCs) derived from SMAs exhibit intriguing 

properties that make them suitable for adaptive structures, and numerous researchers have been investigating their 

potential applications. Nevertheless, due to the intricate behavior of SMAs, the development of SMA adaptive 

structures presents a formidable challenge. The concept of morphing structures can be achieved by utilizing smart 

components such as shape memory alloys (SMAs) and piezoelectric materials. These materials have the ability to 

alter the shape of the morphing element. In the case of SMAs, they can regain their original shape after being 

deformed when subjected to specific heating conditions. Additionally, SMAs possess remarkable properties such 

as superelasticity and a high power-to-weight ratio, which make them highly suitable for designing adaptive 

structures. While there have been numerous applications involving the use of SMAs in both the automotive and 

aerospace industries, large-scale implementation is still underway. Shape memory alloys (SMAs) exist in two 

distinct states: austenite and martensite. The parent phase is known as austenite, while the softer product phase is 

referred to as martensite. The transformation process from austenite to martensite is a solid-solid transformation 

that occurs through a non-diffusion mechanism. This transformation involves the deformation behavior of the 

crystal structure, where atoms undergo ordered displacements of short lengths, which is in contrast to diffusion 

processes. The transition from the parent phase to martensite can be triggered by a decrease in temperature or an 
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increase in pressure, each leading to a specific type of martensite formation: twinned or multi-variant martensite 

in the former case, and twinned or single-variant martensite in the latter. 

2. SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY 

Shape-memory alloys are advanced materials designed to undergo significant deformations through temperature 

or stress variations, as well as high-temperature-induced elasticity. These remarkable materials are continuously 

being enhanced to push the boundaries of engineering achievements. Shape memory alloys, also known as SMAs, 

possess two notable properties: the shape-memory effect and superelasticity. These properties set these apart from 

conventional materials due to their unique characteristics related to diffusion in solids. The shape memory effect 

is particularly noteworthy, as it enables the material to regain its original or correct shape after undergoing deform 

during heating [1]. Shape memory alloys (SMAs), like nickel-titanium (NiTi) alloys, show notable temp-induced 

dimensional modifications (up to eight percent strain) within a comparatively small temperature range. 

Additionally, during shape transformation, the internal tensions in the SMA can produce a mechanical force, 

thereby converting the SMA into a mechanically actuators [2]. Shape memory alloys (SMAs) has outstanding 

mechanical properties or characteristics, such as superelastic behavior and the shape memory effect. They offer 

significant deformation capabilities, allowing for large deformations of up to 10%. Additionally, SMAs exhibit 

excellent vibration-damping properties, enabling effective mitigation of vibrations [3].  The distinctive changes 

of shape memory alloys (SMAs) are superelasticity and the shape memory effect. Superelasticity allows SMAs to 

recover from applied strains of up to 8% or 10% without significant permanent deformation [4]. Enhancing in the 

impact resistance of polymer matrix composites will be achieved by incorporating shape memory alloys (SMAs) 

into the material. This integration aims to increase the amount of absorbed energy before failure. The significant 

improvements can be attributed to the ability of SMA components to reduce the damage area resulting from an 

impact event. Furthermore, SMAs have the capacity to undergo substantial elastic & plastic deformation at 

relatively maximum stress levels, thanks to their superelastic charcteristics inherent in the shape memory alloys 

of TiNi [5].  

 

FIGURE 1. Shape-memory alloy cycle                  FIGURE 2. Phase Transformation Process for SMAs 

3. MORPHING 

Aircraft morphing has emerged as a widely researched and significant topic within the realm of "green 

aeronautics" and is being explored through various technological advancements and functional developments. The 

concept of morphing, which involves the ability to alter the shape of an aircraft to adapt to different conditions, 

aims to enhance overall vehicle system performance and enable diverse operational capabilities [6]. Morphing 

aircraft can effectively adapt to changing flight conditions and exhibit high efficiency. The term "morphing" is 

derived from "metamorphosis," and in the context of aircraft, it refers to the geometric difference, such as the 

adaptation of aerofoils. By employing morphing technology we will get  a smoother and more seamless 

transformation of aerofoil structure may be achieved in compared into conventional methods that rely on the hinge 

control surfaces of the aerofoil [7]. 
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  FIGURE 3. Morphing of Aerofoil 

 The rising demand for buildings that can autonomously change their shape in response to certain situations has 

significantly increased research efforts on morphing technologies during the past few decades. These technologies 

have important implications in fields like automotive and aerospace, where morphing skins and other adaptable 

structures are now being developed. There is plenty of literature that discusses many facets of morphing with an 

emphasis on the underlying concepts. Intriguing ideas that specify the requirements for a successful 

implementation of changing structures are offered, building on earlier work. One such instance is the use of smart 

soft composites (SSC) substances, where weaving smart material and glass-fiber material have been used in the 

design of regulated hinder spoilers, demonstrating their promise in this situation [8]. 

FIGURE 4. Two phases of the morphing materials 

The effective multipoint shape adaption of a changeable structure is contributing to the evolution of aeronautical 

systems [9]. The design of the wing is optimised to increase aerodynamic performance in a setting of disrupting 

aircraft constructions. In a perfect world, morphing wings would be adaptable enough to continually deform in 

response to changing flying circumstances. The morphing mechanism can also endure the significant aerodynamic 

loads brought on by flying circumstances [10]. The French Foundation of the Sciences and Technologies 

Foundation's EMMAV (Electroactive Morphing for Micro-Air-Vehicles) investigation design is working to create 

micro- and nano-sized air vehicles. By using electroactive morphing, the exploratory strategy with 3 French 

laboratories seeks to improve the functionality of micro-air vehicles. strives to improve A changeable plate with 

bedded shape- memories amalgamation (SMA) selections was created during this design [11]. 
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FIGURE 5. EMMAV( Electroactive Morphing forMicro-Air-Vehicles) 

4. OPTIMIZATION 

In their previous research, the authors introduced the concept of utilizing SMA actuators for camber morphing of 

an aircraft section through the skin. Although this technology offers advantages, challenges related to production 

and switching present obstacles. Consequently, the authors shift their focus in this study towards upgrading a 

simplified SMA-based mechanism that is cost-effective in manufacture and reduces switching expenses. The 

proposed mechanism allows for the exploration of various functional architectures. Three different designs of the 

mechanism are considered and compared, with experimental verification conducted for one of the methods. The 

organization of this work is structured as follows [12] 

FIGURE 6. The design & Optimization of the SMA 

We've optimized the voyage and  wharf configurations are the necessary SMA selector configuration to  give 

applicable morphing between the two or  more. Therefore, 3- chain optimization problems are answered by a 

standard inheritable algorithm. In addition to the each analysis- driven optimization considering the goods of both 

the deformable shapes (strain energy goods) and the aerodynamic  lading endured by the workers. The ideal of 

this work isn't only to develop colourful airfoil external axis line structures but also the corresponding optimization 

of the mechanisms by which those structures are transferred from one to another. Since structural problems are 

nondeterministic, it's clear that in combining of the  trustability analysis plays an important role in the structural 

optimization. DDO combined with the  trustability conception is called trustability- Grounded Design 

Optimization( RBDO) [13]. The main goal of the optimisation procedure was to produce a light-weight section 
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with a low stall speed, less drag during flight, and little camber loss. The design also sought to eliminate localised 

high stress, give an appropriate lift, and minimise camber decrease [14]. 

5. SMART MATERIALS 

For a long time, humans have been using it for various applications in their daily life, improving ease of living. 

From the Stone Age to today's modern world there have been technological advances in materials. The weight, 

stability, efficiency, and basic structure of these materials may all be altered. Metals, ceramics, and polymer 

compounds, and smart materials make up the four main divisions. These materials have the capacity to alter in 

size and form in response to external stimuli. Compared to ordinary materials, only a limited no. of   have special 

qualities like self-regenerating or self-destruction that have a greater social effect. These substances have a ability 

to react with environmental situations and change them accordingly [15]. 

FIGURE 7. The working of Smart Materials 

 Smart materials possess the remarkable ability to undergo significant modifications in their properties when 

exposed to various external stimuli such as stress, temperature, humidity, electric or magnetic fields. This unique 

characteristic sets them apart from traditional materials and offers unexpected potential for diverse applications. 

Smart materials have the capacity to adapt to different boundary conditions by altering their properties, shape, or 

size. They can be triggered by heat to undergo changes or exhibit instantaneous transformations from a liquid to 

a solid state in the presence of a magnetic field. Additionally, the versatility of smart materials allows them to be 

combined with other materials having distinct characteristics, enabling the customization of material properties to 

suit specific applications. [16]. 

FIGURE 8. Smart Materials Placed in the aircraft 

 Prior theories of morphing structures encountered difficulties due to growing complexity, size restrictions, and 

weight penalties, especially in dispersed actuation systems. The restrictions that frequently beset these setups, 

which place several actuators in constrained areas, masked the aerodynamic advantages of morphing and delayed 

its application in aviation for a considerable amount of time. Shape- memories alloy (SMA) use, however, offers 

a chance to reevaluate morphing as the main option over addressing during flight performance concerns and 

overcoming the drawbacks experienced by earlier morphing buildings due to the expanding usage of smart 
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materials [17]. The demand for smart materials is experiencing rapid growth on a global scale and is expected to 

continue expanding in the foreseeable future. Back in 2005, the global market for these materials was valued at 

$8.1 billion, with products incorporating smart materials reaching a value of $27.7 billion [18]. Smart accessories 

with unique morphing capabilities include piezoelectric, electrostrictive, magnetostrictive, electroactive polymer, 

shape memory blends SMAs and polymer compounds, and magnetization shape memory blends [19]. Smart 

objects are divided into many categories according to their characteristics. Thermal, electrical, magnetic, and other 

key qualities are used most frequently. The classification of smart materials follows the theories of Addington, 

Schodek, and Ritter. Changes in form, phase, colour, energy, substance, adhesion, and chemistry are used to 

categorise these materials. Although it is impossible to examine how all of these materials are categorised, the 

most important ones utilised in the aerospace industry are briefly covered. [20] 

6. MARTENSITIC TRANSFORMATION 

Recent times, the shape memory  blends of the NiTiNb, especially those with a unique composition of 

Ni47Ti44Nb9, is attracted  important attention for their important  metamorphosis delay  improvement in the 

martensitic state or through stress-  convinced martensitic  metamorphosis. Transformation hysteresis is 

particularly useful in engineering operations  similar as expansion, pipeline or sealing. [21]. Shape memory alloys 

(SMAs) made on near-equiatomic NiTi have become quite popular in fields including aerospace, aviation, and 

medical. These alloys are admired for their outstanding functional qualities, which include the shape effect of 

memory (superelasticity), biocompatibility, and superior mechanical properties. The characteristics of NiTi alloy 

can be improved and adjusted to meet particular user needs by adding modest amounts of alloying elements to 

binary & ternary SMAs. This strategy has gained widespread acceptance and recognition. The unique capability 

of SMAs to transform heat energy onto mechanical stress. Each SMA actuator can exert large stresses and endure 

shape changes with temperature variations by carefully placing pairs of them within a framework [22]. Some 

mixtures that go through martensitic transformation have a unique microstructure with a shaft or wedge shape. 

The wedge of martensite, which is contained inside the austenite matrix, is divided into two separate sections by 

a planar contact known as a midrib. Habit planes further divide the martensite areas from the austenite phase [23]. 

Shape memory alloys' (SMA) extraordinary features, such as the shape-retaining effect, superelasticity, and 

pseudoelasticity, are made possible by a first-order transition that occurs between the high temperature’s beta 

phase and low-temperature martensite phase. Shear stress-induced deformation is stored as elastic energy during 

thermally induced martensitic transformations [24]. Due to its outstanding mechanical qualities, exceptional shape 

memory capabilities, high elasticity, and biocompatibility, TiNi-based materials have found widespread use at  

the aerospace and in the medical industries. It is well known that TiNi-based alloys' transformation temperatures 

vary significantly depending on their chemical structure [25]. 

FIGURE 9.Load vs. temperature for MT 

7. CONCLUSION 

Shape-memory alloys are advanced materials designed to undergo significant deformations through temperature 

or stress variations, as well as high-temperature-induced elasticity. These remarkable materials are continuously 

being enhanced to push the boundaries of engineering achievements. Shape memory alloys, also known as SMAs, 
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possess two notable properties: the shape-memory effect and super elasticity. Aircraft morphing has emerged as 

a widely researched and significant topic within the realm of "green aeronautics" and is being explored through 

various technological advancements and functional developments. The concept of morphing, which involves the 

ability to alter the shape of an aircraft to adapt to different conditions, aims to enhance overall vehicle system 

performance and enable diverse operational capabilities. In their previous research, the authors introduced the 

concept of utilizing SMA actuators for camber morphing of an aircraft section through the skin. Although this 

technology offers advantages, challenges related to production and switching present obstacles. For a long time, 

humans have been using it for various applications in their daily life, improving ease of living. From the Stone 

Age to today's modern world there have been technological advances in materials. A martensitic metamorphosis 

is an on-diffusion first- order phase metamorphosis in the solid state in which a low- temperature state, i.e. 

martensite, is attained from the parent phase by basically homogeneous shearing. A martensitic metamorphosis 

occurs in utmost noble- essence- grounded amalgamation systems of beta- PCC. structure, and is responsible for 

their unusual thermo mechanical parcels videlicet mock pliantness and shape- memory gestures. 
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